Did you know the climate solutions is already known to Government.
. to invest in carbon farming / regenerative agriculture is forecast to create 21,000 jobs and
will add $28 billion to the Australian economy.

•
•

•
•
•

This entire scene to the horizon is to be carved up by 75m wide roads and
‘green renewable’ industrial turbines

Did you know that the subsidized “green renewable
energy” industry is replacing and destroying pristine
habitats and farms?
Killing wildlife and destroying whole eco-systems as
we know it today.
Did you know that there will be more mining, fossil
fuels, rare earths needed for this toxic ‘green
renewable Industry’?
•
We’ve just found out about a few, as there has been
no public or community consultation

•
•
•

Is this the future for our remaining
remnant forests? Emerald Heights was
once pristine habitat.

Yellow Bellied gliders
live here and need
continuous canopy
cover to glide through
the canopy.

Proposal –is awaiting approval from State
Government - Chalumbin is untouched
wilderness in the Atherton Tablelands that is
going to be developed for ‘green renewable’
industrial wind turbines.
The area size is 78,584 acres
This is 93 times bigger than the size of Fitzroy
Island!
Close to Tully Falls, and adjoins Bush Heritage
owned Yourka Station.

The subsidization of this ‘green renewable
industry’, or investment in this industry is
unethical, and a national disgrace.

The Critically
Endangered Red
Goshawk lives here

Will you support Farmers Network to do whatever it takes to protect the
wilderness and farms that are left.
Follow us and like us on Facebook and please join our campaign www.farmersnetwork.asn.au

Any investment that replaces our habitats, farms, and vegetation with this shocker
would be unethical. Instead invest in the climate solution - tree & soil carbon farming
California’s new solar power plant is actually a death ray
that’s incinerating birds mid-flight
By Sebastian Anthony on August 20, 2014 at 9:35 am

• What spans 1,600 hectares, cost $2.2 billion
to build, and potentially fries hundreds of
thousands of birds per year?
•

Would you STOP THIS environmental
catastrophe before it’s too late?

Wildlife officials are concerned that this
concentrated solar power plant, and others
like it, could turn into “mega-trap” that
decimates the ecosystem — first attracting
insects, and then attracting birds that eat
insects.

This industry is extractive kills wildlife and whole eco-systems. It destroys the soil, the ecology, the climate,
and water cycle. No compensation to traditional owners will ever compensate for destroying cultural
heritage future nor Australians who put a high value on habitat, and lost future opportunities for eco tourism
and future farming.

Is this the future for our remaining
farms & remnant forests?

Left - Mirrors Collapse,
and due to the radioactive waste floating
around with the wind,
will be too toxic to
grow food, destroying
all future
opportunities in
farming or eco-tourism

The subsidization of the ‘green renewable industry’, or investment in this industry would
be unethical, and a National Disgrace.

Curraghmore Station, Cape York, was a working cattle station
with campsites beside the McLeod and Mitchell Rivers - it is
abundant with birdlife, insects and mammals near Cairns.

Approved by the Mareeba
Shire Council, This
Proposal sits with State
Government –Was a
working farm -Savannah
Woodland on the McLeod
River, Cape York is pristine
habitat adjoins the Mitchell
River & AWC Brookland
Wildlife Sanctuary

Will you support Farmers Network to do whatever it takes to protect the
wilderness and farms that are left.
Follow us and like us on Facebook and please join our campaign www.farmersnetwork.asn.au

